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2020 Features Vitality Series Synergy Series* Synergy Plus™ Series* TruSwim® Series* 

Control Center Accent™ ProView ™ SmartTouch™ SmartTouch™  

Resistance Single Elite Jet Dual Elite Jets Triple Elite Jets Dual Propulsion 

Jet Pump (s) 6HP, single up to 16HP, 3 pumps up to 22HP, 4 pumps up to 4HP, single 

 Synergy Series Dual Zone model controls: ProView / ProView 

 Synergy Plus™ Series Dual Zone model: Controls-SmartTouch / ProView, Pumps-up to 30HP, 6 pumps 

 TruSwim® Series Dual-Zone model: Controls: SmartTouch / SmartTouch, Pumps-8HP, 3 pumps 

Pricing and website updates will be forthcoming in the next weeks. 

Swim Spa Series 2020 Updates 
 

PDC Spas is excited to announce several new and improved features to the swim spa line-up heading into the            
new year. These changes will provide advancements in performance, operation and good looks further increasing 

customer interest and sales.  All orders placed beginning January 2, 2020 will feature these upgrades. 

 

Synergy Series: 

 The most noticeable upgrade is the new resistance jetting, Synergy Elite™.  This larger horizontal jet                    
design will be replacing the circular Synergy Pro jets previous featured in this Series. These Synergy Elite™ 
jets boast a more powerful, balanced experience in a jetted swim spa.  Shown on page 18 of the swim spa 
catalogue. 

 

 Standard Synergy Series 

 All models in the Synergy  collection will feature two Synergy Elite™ jets paired side-by-side for this added 
resistance performance. These units will feature the ProView control center, custom programmed by            
Balboa, for a user friendly operation, introduced earlier this year. 

 

 Synergy Plus™ Series 

 For 2020, PDC Spas will offer an upgraded version of the Synergy Series with a third Synergy Elite jet          
and an additional jet pump. These jets are stacked in a 2,1 triangular configuration to add power, depth  
to the swim lane for the more experienced swimmer.  This upgraded Plus Series also features an advanced 
control, the SmartTouch™ custom programmed by Balboa, offering variable speed settings, programmable 
workout options and other control functions not available on the standard Synergy models. This Smart-
Touch™ control center offers a touchscreen for reliable use and consumer convenience. 

 

Vitality Series: 

 All models in this budget friendly, space conscious Series will feature a single Elite jet replacing the                  
Synergy Pro jets.  This will offer the customer a more powerful resistance to aquatic fitness and exercise. 
The Accent™ control, built by Balboa, offers multiple features and programming. 

 

TruSwim® Series: 

 This patent pending, industry leading propulsion Series, TruSwim®, will continue to rival the marketplace 
in 2020 with a custom programmed control center by Balboa, the SmartTouch™.  This unique Smart-
Touch™ control offers the same touchscreen ease as is featured in the Synergy Plus™ and Luxury Series 
hot tubs, with an extensive programmed feature menu offering adjustable propulsion power, workout 
sessions for multiple users, numerous customized workout sessions, and more.  
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